
10 REASONS 

TO EXPLORE

KYRGYZSTAN



 CELESTIAL

 MOUNTAIN

 SCENERY

Kyrgyzstan is home to the

magnificent Tien Shan and Pamir-

Alai mountain ranges, which

constitute 90 percent of the

territory of this beautiful, pristine

and rugged land in the heart of

Central Asia. With 29 peaks over

4,000 meters, and 45 over 3,000

meters, its dramatic scenery lives up

to its pledge as the Land of

Celestial Mountains.

Kyrgyzstan offers more than 200

trails for avid hikers and lovers of

riding horseback. For climbers, the

country boasts some of the highest

points in the world - the famous

Pobeda and Khan Tengri Peaks -

both towering more than 7,000

meters above the earth. More than

50 national parks and forest

preserves present nature in its

myriad forms. Tours by foot, bicycle,

or horseback can be arranged

easily. In fact, for mountainside

travel, most Kyrgyz still use horses

as the most effective mode of

transportation.
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BREATHTAKING 

MOUNTAIN 

LAKES 
There are more than 2,000 high altitude

lakes nestled in Kyrgyzstan's Tien Shan

mountain range. Since antiquity, people

have passed on many legends about the

origins of these spectacular lakes. Lake

Son-Kul, at more than 3,000 meters above

sea level, draws visitors from around the

world. Several yurt camps along its shores

offer a unique glimpse into the mountain

traditions of Kyrgyz nomadic culture.

The resorts and guest houses surrounding

Lake Issyk-Kul - the second deepest lake in

the world at 668 meters - offer visitors a

touch of beach experience at the center of

the great Asian land mass. Fed by hundreds

of underground springs, its name means

"hot lake" because the mildly saline lake

never freezes.

Lake Issyk-Kul offers a breathtaking view of

its dozens of encircling mountain peaks. This

ring of mountains protects Issyk-Kul from

cold air invading from the north and hot air

rising from the south, granting travelers a

pleasant and comfortable microclimate that

offers every opportunity for rest and

relaxation. Mountain-sea breezes, low

humidity, clean air, abundant solar heat,

water infused with therapeutic minerals, hot

springs and mud treatments will revive the

health and spirits of all visitors. Sports

enthusiasts will enjoy sailing on Issyk-Kul.

.
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EXTREME 

SPORTS

Kyrgyzstan's rugged terrain has

always attracted sports enthusiasts

from around the world. Chains of

mountains stretching across the

country beckon mountain climbers

looking to conquer summits widely

known to international climbers or

those less well explored. Expert

mountaineers are drawn by the

prospect of scaling Kyrgyzstan's

four peaks over 7,000 meters. For

skiers, Kyrgyzstan offers 13 resorts,

several of which can accommodate

overnight stays.

Mountain peaks are also the source

of the raging rapids that entice

fans of rafting and kayaking. The

Chu River cuts through the Gorge

Boom, the national arena for white

water sports. Extreme athletes can

experience whirlpools of churning

water beneath overhanding cliffs,

forcing even the most experienced

rafters to be on constant alert.
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THE GREAT 

SILK ROAD 
For two millennia, the Great Silk Road was

the key trade route linking the pinnacles of

eastern and western civilization. Caravans,

laden with people and goods, crossed

mountains, deserts, rivers and continents,

spreading ideas, technologies, religions, and

wealth to peoples and cultures along their

path.

A primary artery of the Great Silk Road

passes through the Land of the Kyrgyz,

whose hospitality and mountain springs

offered respite from the desert lands of

neighboring peoples. The dales and valleys

of the Tien-Shan provided shelter for the

merchants, workers, clergy and soldiers who

journeyed the 6,500 kilometers between

east and west. At the height of the Silk

Road's significance, three trade routes

traversed Kyrgyzstan, prompting UNESCO to

name the Chang'an-Tianshan Corridor a

World Heritage Site in 2014. The well-

preserved Tash Rabat Caravanserai, at

3,200 meters in Kyrgyzstan's Naryn Province,

is a classic example of 15th century lodging

for Silk Road travelers. Tourists can revisit

these historical routes and World Heritage

Sites by horseback, off-road vehicle, bicycle

or motorbike, some of which are served by

yurt camps.

.
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THE MANAS EPIC

The masterpiece epic Manas is a cornerstone of the cultural heritage and

oral traditions of the nomadic Kyrgyz people, whose written lines have been

recorded only in modern times. Consisting of more than 500,000 lines - 20

times longer than the Homeric lliad and Odyssey combined - the poem

describes the life and heroic exploits of the legendary hero, Manas, who

fought for Kyrgyz independence from China in 995 A.D. The Manas epic is

recorded on the UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage list.

The story of Manas is replete with colorful descriptions of daily life and

illustrates the tradition, customs, festivals and ceremonies observed by the

Kyrgyz toward the end of the first millennium AD. Professional narrators of

the poem are called manaschi – storytellers. The most talented of manaschi

fall into a trance during recitation, which takes place over several days and

enthralls listeners with the world of hero warriors, their troops, enemy hordes,

political intrigue and betrayals. In the end, good triumphs over evil.

Manaschi represent the cultural heart of the Kyrgyz nation and enjoy

widespread honor and respect.
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NOMADIC CULTURE

Kyrgyzstan has a rich nomadic heritage and traditions that have been woven into

the identity of the Kyrgyz people. During summer months, many families continue

to graze their herds in mountain meadows, called jailoos, preserving old customs

and ways of nomadic life. Everywhere in Kvrgyzstan, there are signs of the vibrant

ancestry that still influences the lives of the Kyrgyz people.

Sports and other types of competitions were hallmarks of Kyrgyz nomadic life.

Sports were always considered the key to healthy living that cultivated an inner

spiritualism. Every man had to possess athletic prowess to compete in contests of

strength, agility, and resilience, central to the definition of Kyrgyz manhood. In

nomadic tradition, all competitions took place on horseback where the rider and

horse formed an integral whole.
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The most popular Kyrgyz equestrian games are still observed today through both formal

and informal competitive events. Horsemanship dominates all competitions, including At

Chabysh (horse racing at 20-30 kilometers per hour over long distances) and Jorgo

Salysh (horse racing for shorter distances). No less thrilling is the battle of horsemen

called Oodarysh, as well as the collective struggle of two teams vying for possession of

an animal carcass called Ulak Tartysh or Kok Boru.



KYRGYZ HOSPITALITY

The nomad clans of Kyrgyzstan were famous for their

hospitality, kindness and openness, the same traits

that continue to this day. Guests have always been

welcome and honored among the Kyrgyz people.

There were three types of guests: First, mildetuu

konok were "obligatory guests” arriving for

attendance at a wedding or funeral, and

accommodations for these guest would be

distributed among related families or entire villages.

Second, taanysh konok "familiar guests” might

include distant relatives or friends, who could be

treated more casually, depending on the

relationship between the host and guest. The third

type was kydaly konok “god's guests," such as

travelers who might ask for shelter. Kyrgyz families

were obliged to provide food and a night's shelter to

anyone who stopped near their home at sunset and

asked if they could stay.

Visitors have many opportunities for home stays with

Kyrgyz families or accommodation in yurt camps that

offer a glimpse into the nomadic life of yesteryear.

Yurts themselves symbolize the connection between

the Kyrgyz and their land. Decorated with traditional

felt carpets called shydraks and other embroidered

handiwork, yurts offer a surprisingly warm and

comfortable shelter during cool nights in mountain

meadows at high altitudes.
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ETHNIC CUISINE

Nomadic life has left an indelible mark on the

culinary heritage of the Kyrgyz people. Ownership of

livestock was the primary indicator of material

wealth among Kyrgyz nomads, and, accordingly,

meat was and still is the star of Kyrgyz cuisine. Lamb

and goat that grazed in mountain jailoos, continue

to dominate the table of Kyrgyz families and their

frequent guests. 

The incomparable beshbarmak (five fingers) is often

a standard item on menus. Prepared through a

unique process, the lamb is minced finely with a

sharp knife then boiled with wheat noodles and

flavored with a spiced onion sauce, called chyk.

When eating beshbarmak, it is advisable to forget

about cutlery and just use your fingers so that you

can concentrate fully on the flavors while you sip the

drink of nomads, kymyz - sour mare's milk. In all

typical meals, there is a wide selection of cold

starters, generally sausages and meat delicacies.

Other than local food, for Indian tourists there are

number of premium Indian restaurants in the Capital,

Bishkek.
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The nightlife in Bishkek can be

defined in one word – Exciting! 

If you find yourself in Bishkek

wondering about the things to do

in Bishkek at night, exploring the

nightlife in Bishkek is your best bet.

The bars and nightclubs in Bishkek

will welcome you with good food,

music and drinks served all seven

days of the week. 

The best part is that a lot of these

places happen to be pretty

nominal and affordable. The city is

sprawling with bars, pubs and

clubs, especially around the city

centre. To an outsider visiting

Bishkek for the first time, the

nightlife of the region will come

across as a surprise.

ENJOY THE VIBRANT NIGHTLIFE IN BISHKEK
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A visa to the Kyrgyz Republic is a

document that allows you to stay in

Kyrgyzstan for a specific period of

time. It’s a sticker visa that has

information such as your name,

date of issue of visa, date of expiry

of visa, passport details, and your

purpose of travel. All citizens of the

Republic of India need appropriate

type of visa to enter territory of the

Kyrgyz Republic. There are

different types of Visa such as-

Tourist, Business, Student, Work,

Family etc.
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HASSLE FREE AND QUICK VISA

PROCESSING

Invitation (or voucher)
Passport- It must be valid for at
least another 180 days after the
visa expires and have at least
two blank visa page.
Two filled visa application forms
Photograph- 3 colour photos
with size of 3 * 4 cm

REQUIREMENTS FOR TOURIST
VISA

1.
2.

3.
4.

For more information on the Kyrgyz

Republic Visa Processing time 

and Requirements contact-

 Salvia Visa Processing Services 

THE OFFICIAL VISA CENTRE OF

EMBASSY OF KYRGYZSTAN IN INDIA
www.salviavisaservices.com

Mail: visa@svfs.net

Landlines: +91-11-43522549/50

 



CONTACT US
905, 9th Floor, Prakash Deep Building, 07, Tolstoy
Marg, Connaught Place, New Delhi- 110001

www.salviatravelsindia.com
delhi@salviatravelsindia.com
+91-11-43522551/52/53/54 
+91-11- 43592711/ 22/ 33


